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May 31, 1976

MEMOllANDUM FOJt:

ALAN GREENSPAN

FROM:

DICK CHENEY

Alan, tble h a follow up to our phone call of Saturday.

Your paper has been reviewed and approved.
You ahould take the followln1 ac:tloasa
1. Make certain that paper• are fully prepared on each aubject,
and we ouaht to 1et those ir1 •• aoon •• poaalble.

2. You should operate under the •••wnptlon and make eertaln
that the Prealdent eerves •• Chairman of the Conference.

3. You will need to get inlormatloD and begin plannlq who wlll
lead each dlecuealon.

4. As •oon •• possible prepare information to ao to the Pre1ldent
ehowlng what our economic projection• were at the time of the
hust Conference last fall, what our January projection• were
and what our current forecaeh are lor the future !or GNP, etc. •
and alao then •how the track record ln term• of what l:uu
happened.
5,. I think you'll abo want to prepare blm some baalc briefing
materials on each of the other major economlee so that be
can totally famlllarlae hlmseU wi.th that.
The sooner we start the lnforn1atlon flowing to b.lm, the better off
we'll be.
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~~Secretary

Yeo is instructed to start discussions
and initiate negotiations on arrangements for providing
additional financial resources to industrial countries
under certain conditions against a background of the
economic situation as specified below. As discussions
broaden into other topics, these can be addressed in the
forms set out below.
Economic Area
(a)

The objective of economic and financial policy is to
prepare for the shift from recovery to expansion, a
process that is already underway.

(b)

The policy challenge is to subdue and prevent reigniting
inflationary pressures and to correct the dislocations
that have been both cause and effect of the recent
inflationary upsurge. This is the key element in the
economic area -- a powerful statement froni the world's
leaders· supporting policies that ·couple continued
recovery with the need to restore general price stability.

Such a statement could be helpful in strengthening the
will of individual countries to pursue national policies
appropriate to achieve the stable medium-term growth objective
and to join public understanding for the need for possible
early stabilization measures. It should be clearly understood, however, that such a statement aims at furthering the
mutual understanding of appropriate policy measures and
does not imply any coordination of policies. Each country
will pursue its own policies and in its own way work toward
the objective as set out in (b) above.
Monetary Area
Discussions should be started wi~h a view to affirming
support for the Rambouillet Agreement and an evaluation of
events
the Jamaica A reemerits whi.ch ·followed.
It is possi e, g~ven t e French experience in the past
three months, that some of the ambiguity re the Understanding
of R-1 in this area can be cleared up. (The real substance
of the Understanding was deliberately obscured in deference
to French public opinion) •. One way to clear up the ambiguities
which persist would be to rnake public the R-1 Understanding,
something the French might, at this_point, be wilTing to do.

- 2 The general theme that you should develop in the
Deputies Group is as follows: Countries' external
borrowing capacity, the ability to borrow in private
international money markets, has limits, and that in some cases,
e.g., Italy, the limit has been reached. When this limit is
reached the capacity to support the countries' currency is near
exhaustion; they are out of money, and the prospects are high
for disorderly adjustment, characterized by sharp depreciation
in exchange rates, possible import and other foreign exchange
controls, and internal and international financial strains
which have the potential for inflicting severe damage on the
international monetary system.
Specifically you should lead the discussion in such
a way that agreement is reached on the following:
1) the need to rovide additional official credit for
t ose countries w o ave ex austed t eir private credit
market borrowin~ capacity and have absorbed the official
finance availab e on normal terms from the IMF.
(2) The need for strict conditionality, or a specific set
of national policies designed to correct in a moderately
short time period the 'underlying ·domestic economic p·r·obleiiis,
one manifestation ·of whi.ch is a lack of eqU:ilibr·ium: in the
countries' international financial position.
You should offer as a solution and seek agreement on
the plan below. Discussion of your proposal should be
explicitly related to Italy and Portugal.

These two elements would produce a highly conditional
(the conditionality to be applied by the IMF) source
of additional financing, or a "super tranche". This
could be made available to cases such as Italyo (The GAB
terms restrict access to this credit to the industrialized
countries)o The countries at R-2, under the terms of the
GAB could, in effect, implement the "super tranche" on the
spot.

'

- 3 -

North-South Relations
Specific instructions will be forthcoming within a week.
In the meantime, North-South issues can be discussed on basis
of the paragraph below and having in mind U.S. statements at
UNCTAD IV.
The export earning capacity of commodity producing
developing countries has improved sharply. Commodity
prices, as measured by general indices, are up 20%. The
physical volume of exports is rising in response to economic
recovery in the industrialized world. The development of
export earning capacity leads to the conclusion that the current
deficits, which developing countries borrowed heavily in
'74 and '75 to finance, are shrinking. This should be
viewed in the context of the extraordinary provision of
additional official financing that has been made available
in the IMF through expansion of the compensatory financing
facility and the development of the Trust Fund.
Trade
Broader instructions will be forthcoming.
Reinforcement of the Rambouillet and OECD trade pledfes
is important. The Rambouillet meeting had a decisive inf uence
on British policy re import restrictions and that success
could be developed further or at the least, reaffirmed.
The same type of forceful impetus could be provided
the MTN.
Investment Area
(a)

Adoption of a three-part investment package (national
treatment, guidelines for investment incentives, and
MNC code) by the OECD ministers. A statement could
be made that we should build on the threeacka e
an wor towards a reement on a itiona e
investment policies. The thrust shou d be
to facilitate investment flows.

(b)
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